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Abstract

Photoacids are molecules that become more acidic upon absorption of light. They are widely utilized in a variety of fields, such as organic synthesis, molecular switching agents, and photodynamic therapy. Currently, the activity of most photoacids is induced by UV light, which limits their applications by the synthetic community. In this Synpacts article, we highlight our recent development of visible-light-induced photoacids and their application in glycosylation reactions.

1 Introduction

Brunner acid catalyzed reactions are among the most important and practical transformations of organic molecules.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\) Many reactions such as acylation, alkylation, cycloaddition, glycosylation, and polymerization are promoted by acid catalysis, and are used in the industrial production of pharmaceuticals, agrochemicals, organic materials, and fine and bulk chemicals. Differing from traditional Brønsted acids, photoacids are molecules that are neutral in the ground state and show enhanced acidity only upon irradiation with light.\(^4\) Photoacids have been utilized in polymer synthesis,\(^5\) proton-transfer processes,\(^6\) acid-catalyzed reactions,\(^7\) molecular switching events,\(^8\) and photodynamic therapy.\(^9\) In particular, phenol, naphthol, and thiourea derivatives have been used as photoacids to catalyze glycosylation reactions (Scheme 1). In 2014, Toshima reported a photoinduced glycosylation using phenol and naphthol derivatives 1–4 as photoacids (Scheme 1).\(^7\)\(^e\) The organic photoacids could effectively catalyze the glycosylation reactions of glycosyl trichloroacetimidates and alcohols to give the corresponding glycosides in high yields. The organic photoacid could be recovered and reused without any loss of efficiency. More recently, Toshima's group has reported another photoacid-catalyzed glycosylation, where they employed thiourea derivative 5 as a photoacid.\(^7\)\(^f\) These two unprecedented examples of photoacid-catalyzed glycosylation have drawn our attention to the field of new photoacid design and their potential application in glycosylation reactions.
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Visible-Light-Induced Photoacids

Photoacids have shown their unique activities in organic reactions. However, most of them only absorb UV light to achieve their excited state, which requires expensive, specialized UV photochemical equipment. In addition, UV irradiation is not always compatible with many functional groups employed in organic synthesis. Our interest was to design and synthesize a new class of photoacid that can absorb visible light. Thus, we were drawn to phenolic derivatives (i.e., phenol, naphthol), which have been shown to exhibit marked increases in acidity upon light irradiation. Our catalyst design relies on the skeleton of the 9-mesityl-10-methylacridinium ion (A), which is a novel photoredox catalyst reported by Fukuzumi in 2004. Electron reorganization of the catalyst upon light irradiation (A*) results in the radical cation species of the mesitylene moiety, which exhibits a high single-electron oxidation potential. Recently, studies on the development of acridinium-based photoredox catalysts have shown that the structure modification impacts catalyst excitation, emission, and excited state lifetimes. Inspired by these results, our entry into the field began with the design and synthesis of the acridinium-based, phenol-substituted compound B (Scheme 2). Catalyst B was minimally modified by direct substitution with a hydroxy group at the 2'-position, resulting in a phenolic variant of the Fukuzumi catalyst A. In the excited state (i.e., B → B*), we proposed that the radical cation phenol moiety might exhibit increased acidity. With the early success of synthetic catalyst B, we also included commercially available Eosin Y (C) in the studies of this ArOH-type photoacid catalysis.

Synthesis of 2-Deoxyglycosides by Visible-Light-Induced Photoacid Catalysis

With the synthetic photoacid B in hand, we were interested in applying the photoacid for the synthesis of carbohydrates, such as 2-deoxysugars. 2-Deoxysugars are widely represented carbohydrates among biologically active natural products. In particular, the 2-deoxyglycoside motif often plays an essential role in the corresponding biological activity of the parent molecules. The importance of such 2-deoxysugars has made them attractive targets in the carbohydrate community, resulting in considerable efforts toward the synthesis of 2-deoxyglycosides in recent years. However, the stereoselective synthesis of 2-deoxyglycosides remains a major challenge in this context. The absence of a stereo-directing functionality at the C-2 position makes it extremely hard to control the stereo-outcomes in the glycosylation step. The temporary installation of a directing group at C-2 was helpful in certain cases; however, this approach required extra steps in the synthesis.
direct routes to 2-deoxyglycosides rely on stoichiometric promoters or synthetic precursors that require several steps to prepare. Therefore, catalytic addition of an alcohol to a glycal is still considered the most efficient way to prepare 2-deoxyglycosides. After extensive optimization of the reaction conditions, we found a co-catalyst system that worked best in this glycosylation. Our synthetic photoacid could efficiently deliver the desired 2-deoxy-sugar in 75% yield, while commercially available Eosin Y also gave the desired product with a slightly better yield (90%) (Scheme 3). Mechanistically, we propose that upon light irradiation, the excited photocatalyst (PC*) would serve as an acid, protonating the glycal 4. The resulting oxocarbenium intermediate 5 was intercepted by ROH to afford intermediate 6, which would be converted into the 2-deoxy-sugar 7 through a proton transfer process (with 13). The deprotonated photocatalyst 8 would undergo a single-electron transfer process with PhS− (12), furnishing 9 and PhS− (13). PhS− (13) could serve as a base to facilitate the proton transfer step with 6, producing H-atom donor PhSH (14). Intermediate 10, a resonance structure of 9, would abstract...
a hydrogen atom from PhSH (14) to regenerate the photocatalyst (PC) and PhS• (12).

With optimized reaction conditions in hand, the scope of the reaction was explored. A range of alcohols reacted with perbenzyl galactal 1 smoothly, providing the corresponding 2-deoxyglycosides in excellent yields (67–91%) and with remarkable α-selectivity (16:1, α only). The reaction conditions tolerated substrates with common alcohol protecting groups (16–24). Excitingly, high efficiency and stereoselectivity were maintained regardless of the glycosyl acceptor type or the positioning of the accepting hydroxy group. In addition, N-Boc-protected serine, cholesterol and a protected nucleotide also underwent the glycosylation to provide the corresponding products 22–24 in good yields. A major challenge of the current synthetic strategy toward the direct synthesis of 2-deoxysugars from glycals is the difficulty of suppressing the Ferrier-type byproducts 15 (Scheme 4). In particular, glycals bearing C-3 acetates were difficult substrates toward such glycosylation reactions, with numerous Brønsted acids, Lewis acids, and organometallic catalysts all having failed in this process. Excitingly, the unique activity of the photoacid C led to the successful conversion of the peracetyl galactal 25 into the corresponding 2-deoxyglycosides 26–32 in good yields and with excellent α-selectivity. We proposed that the transient nature of the photoacids would prefer kinetic protonation of the vinyl ether moiety, which would result in the formation of the glycosylation product. Studies toward a more in-depth understanding of the reactivity of such photoacids are ongoing in our laboratory.

To test the scope of the glycal donors, we prepared a series of differently protected galactals 33a–c, L-rhamnals 33d–j, and glucals 1 and 33g–k. Thus, 12 donors were subjected to the photocatalytic conditions with glycosyl acceptor 2 in the presence of Eosin Y, providing the corresponding α-linked 2-deoxyglycosides in high yields (66–93%) and excellent selectivity (α/β ratio = 16:1 to >30:1). A range of functional groups in the glycals 33 was tolerated, such as methoxymethyl, benzyl, silyl, allyl ethers, and acetyl esters (Scheme 5).

Scheme 4 Synthesis of 2-deoxyglycosides from glycals
4 Conclusion

In summary, we have designed and synthesized a new visible-light-induced photoacid. The commercially available Eosin Y was then applied for the direct preparation of 2-deoxysugoxides from glycols. The photoacid catalysis enabled glycosylation between a range of hydroxy nucleophiles and glycols, providing the corresponding 2-deoxysugoxides in excellent yields and with α-selectivity. Further synthetic applications and in-depth mechanistic studies with regard to organic photoacids are ongoing in our laboratory.
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